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ABSTRACT 

A major objective of this study is to develop a rather new 

method for simulating the point resistance response of single piles in 

cohesionless soils. A one-dimensional finite element procedure has been 

used. A generalized Ramberg-Osgood model has been utilized to simulate 

the nonlinear behavior of side and point resistances of soils. The 

validity of the method has been checked by comparing the finite element 

prediction with a number of field observations for axially loaded piles. 

This method can provide improved predictions of load-deformation re

sponse of single piles. 

The second objective is to study the stress deformation behavior 

of soil due to vertical loading on four-pile group. Linear and non

linear three-dimensional finite element procedures have been employed. 

The pile spacing is varied to find the critical one at which no or neg

ligible overlapping of stress bulbs is found. Then comparison between 

this spacing and the one recommended in the design codes is made. The 

comparison has showed that the spacing recommended in the National 

Building Code may be less conservative. 

xiii 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO PILE FOUNDATIONS 

1.1 General Remarks 

Piles are structural members made of timber, concrete or steel. 

They are encountered as single piles or pile groups but mostly as pile 

groups. Generally, they are used to carry the super-structure loads 

into or through a soil stratum as well as control settlements in a 

(highly) compressible strata. 

Besides, pile foundations are used in urban areas when future 

construction operations, such as excavation, may present serious prob

lems for the planned structure if shallow foundations are used. Also, 

in areas where expansive soils extend over considerable depth below the 

soil surface, the use of pile foundation will assure safety against un

desirable movements of the foundations. 

It is important to study the load-deformation behavior of the 

pile and determine its load capacity. The most reliable method in de

termining the load capacity is by using the pile-load test in which the 

pile will be driven to the design depth, then the ultimate pile load 

will be the load where the load-settlement curve approaches an asymp

totic value, or it will be the load corresponding to a specific amount 

of allowable (butt) displacement. 

1 
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The pile-load test involves both time and expenses, so it is a 

good idea to find a way in which an approximate analytical method is 

developed to evaluate the load-deformation curve for the piles without 

involving in a pile load test. 

Such a numerical method is proposed in this study for the single 

pile analysis. This proposed method gives particular attention to de

fining an appropriate representation for nonlinear shear and point 

resistance including soil-structure interaction. Its validity has been 

checked by back-prediction of the load-deformation curves found from 

field test data, and it is found that this proposed method gives good 

agreement with the field observations. Besides, all the studies and 

cases for single piles are related to long piles in sandy or cohesion-

less soil, so the proposed method is restricted to these conditions. 

Concerning pile group analysis, many studies are done to evalu

ate settlement which is a controlling factor in foundation design. The 

settlement can be found through evaluation of the stress distribution in 

the soil due to given loading. Pressure or stress bulbs may be found by 

connecting points of equal stresses in soil around each pile. These 

stress bulbs may overlap in case of small pile spacing. Excessive over

lap and resulting stress concentration may lead either to large 

settlement of the pile group or to shear failure of the soil. So, a 

minimum spacing is recommended in design codes. To evaluate this mini

mum spacing, a limited study has been carried on a vertically loaded 

(4-pile) group with battered pile. A three-dimensional finite element 
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procedure is used. Here the stress distribution along piles, and the 

displacement field in the soil are discussed for the different spacings 

that are studied. 

This chapter deals with three important points: (1) load trans

fer concept, (2) load carrying capacity of the piles, and (3) stress 

distribution mechanism. Then the scope and objectives of this study are 

stated. 

1.2 Literature Review 

1.2.1 Load Transfer 

Most conventional methods have used the theory of linear elas

ticity to evaluate deformations in piles and soils before the ultimate 

loading condition. These methods have assumed the soil to be either 

linear elastic continuum and solutions have been given using Mindlin's 

equations for the stresses and displacements throughout an elastic half 

space [29], or a series of unconnected springs; that is, Winkler medium 

or the subgrade reaction assumption [5, 28]. 

Analogous to Winkler foundation, Seed and Reese [AO] presented 

an analytical method in which the measured relationship between pile re

sistance and pile movement at various points along the pile was used. 

Coyle and Reese [4] developed Seed and Reese's method to predict the 

load settlement curve for piles in clay. Then Coyle and Sulaiman [5] 

used an approach similar to that of Coyle and Reese's approach to gene

rate a relationship between shear stress at the pile tip and along the 

pile shaft or the so-called t-z relationships for piles in sand. 
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These methods mentioned above [4, 5, 40] were empirical and 

based on tests or laboratory data. Kraft, Ray and Kagawa [26] developed 

a theoretical method to find the subgrade reaction or the t-z curve. 

Based on the assumptions and conclusions described by Randolph and 

Wroth [37], Kraft et al. showed that the displacement is not only a 

function of the shear stress and soil stiffness but also of pile radius 

and length. His method took into account the nonlinearity of the soil 

when developing the equation for t-z curves. 

In the study herein, the theoretical t-z concept developed by 

Kraft et al. is used to generate the t-z relationships along the pile 

shaft. 

1.2.2 Bearing Capacity 

The bearing capacity analysis of piles is frequently based on 

the static formulation approach. In this approach, the ultimate load, 

Qq, is conventionally separated into skin load, Q^, along the shaft and 

tip load, Qp, at the point (Fig. 1.1). Each component is found sepa

rately; then they are superimposed as 

Q = Q + Q = q A + f A  ( 1 )  
^o xs p o p s s 

where Ap, Ag are the area of the tip and shaft pile, respectively, 

while qQ and fg represent the unit base and shaft resistances, 

respectively. 



|qb 

D 

t 

Q. 

Fig. 1.1 Component of Forces to Determine the Ultimate 
Bearing Capacity of Single Pile 
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Fig. 1.2 Final Point and Skin Resistances as Functions 
of Relative Density of Sand (Ref. 46) 
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Determination of qQ and fg may not be an easy task because it 

depends on many parameters like the deformation characteristics and 

strength of the soil and the dimensions and method of placement of the 

foundation. Broras [3] and Nordlund [32] assumed that qQ should increase 

in proportion to the effective overburden pressure at the pile tip 

level. Also, they proposed that f should be proportional to the 

average effective overburden pressure over the length of the shaft. 

However, Vesic [44, 46] showed from his extensive research that qQ and 

f increase with depth up to a certain depth, usually 10 to 20 times the 

pile diameter, depending on the soil density; then they stay almost con

stant with depth. At this critical depth, the values of qQ and f are 

called the final unit skin and base (or tip) resistance, respectively, 

and Vesic studies showed that these final resistances were dependent on 

the relative density of the sand and method of placement of the piles. 

These final resistances are shown in Fig. 1.2. They are presented as a 

function of the relative density, Dr, and they may be expressed also in 

terms of the angle of interface friction, 6, by using Meyerhof's ex

pression [28] 

6 = 28 + 15 D (2) 
r 

Vesic's approach is used in this study because all the cases 

studied here involve long piles so the concept of final unit skin and 

point resistance is applicable. 
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1.2.3 Vertical Stress Distribution 

The stresses in soil are produced either by the external loads 

and/or by the own weight of foundations and soils. The stresses due to 

the soil's own weight are found by evaluating the overburden stresses. 

For stresses due to external loads, many formulas based on theory of 

elasticity have been used. The one developed by Boussinesq [1] is the 

first formula used to find the increase in vertical stresses Aa due to 
z 

concentrated load, P, applied at the surface of a semi-infinite, elas

tic, isotropic and homogeneous medium. This formula is expressed as 

Aa = f (P, r, z) , where z is the depth from the surface and r is the 

radial distance from the axis of applied load [Fig. 1.3]. 

Hindlin [29] proposed an equation that gives the vertical stress 

due to a concentrated load P applied below the surface of a semi-

P 
infinite medium, which is given by a = — K , where D = depth below 

z D 
surface, and = vertical stress coefficient [29]. In his paper, 

Grillo [24] reported that Mindlin solutions [29] were extended to cover 

the case of a uniform incremental vertical loading applied along the 

depth D. Influence charts were included to find the vertical stress 

due to a pile point load and uniform skin friction along the pile 

[Fig. 1.4]. Geddes [22] extended the previously mentioned methods to 

include a linear variation of skin friction. For practical applica

tions, he tabulated the vertical stress coefficient for different value 

of Poisson's ratios. 

r 
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P 

y 

Fig. 1.3 Vertical Stress Due to Concentrated Load 
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In another paper, Geddes [23] found the stress coefficients 

for the three loading cases mentioned previously — point load, uni

form skin friction, and linearly varying skin friction — by 

integrating Boussinesq solution. He concluded that these values 

generally produce overestimates of the stress condition because the 

equations do not allow properly for the presence of overburden pressure. 

instead of finding the stresses through analytical methods, 

Ottaviani [33] used a three-dimensional finite element method to study 

the behavior of axially loaded pile groups. However, he assumed the 

soil as weightless, linearly elastic and homogeneous medium as in 

Mindlin solution. 

In the pile group study herein, a linear and nonlinear finite 

element analysis are carried out to find the stresses in the pile group 

and soil due to the vertical loading. The overburden pressure [or 

insitu stress] is included in the analysis. The results are analyzed 

and presented in Chapter 6. 

1.3 Scope and Objective 

The main purpose of this study is to examine the behavior of 

axially loaded long [i.e., pile length is equal or higher than 15 times 

the pile diameters] single pile in sandy soils. A one-dimensional 

finite element technique is used to idealize the pile-soil system. The 

load transfer between pile and soil is divided into two parts. The 

first part is the load transfer along the pile shaft. For this part, 

the concept of t-z curves developed by Kraft et al. [26] is used to ob

tain the shear or wall resistance response of the pile. 



The second part is the load transfer at the pile tip. For this 

part, a different method is used to find the tip resistance response of 

the pile. The method uses the Boussinesq equation of rigid punch on an 

elastic isotropic half-space. A description of the method is given in 

Chapter 2. This method is used to define the point resistance, or p-z 

curve, of the pile tip. 

To obtain the resulting forces and displacements along the pile 

due to the applied load, the code developed by Desai [9] and described 

in Desai and Kuppusamy [14], and Desai, Kuppusamy and Alameddine [15] is 

employed. This code utilizes a generalized Ramberg-Osgood model to 

simulate the nonlinear behavior of the soil. The Ramberg-Osgood model 

is discussed later. 

The validity of the method has been checked against a number of 

field observations, and a good agreement has been shown in the com

parisons. Details of single pile analyses are presented in Chapters 2 

to 5. 

Chapters 6 through 8 are concerned with the second purpose of 

this paper, which is to study the stress distribution in soil due to a 

vertical loading applied to a pile group consisting of four piles. Here 

a nonlinear three-dimensional finite element analysis is employed. The 

pile spacing is varied to find the critical one at which no or negli

gible intersection of stress bulbs is found. Then, comparison between 

this spacing and the one recommended in the design codes is made. Also 

the stress distributions along the piles are discussed. The displace

ment patterns in the soil due to loading are drawn which give an idea 

about how the soil moves due to the loading. 



CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 General Remarks 

The objective of this chapter is to discuss the method employed 

in this study to determine the skin resistance response. Also, the 

technique used to handle the nonlinearity of the soil is mentioned. 

Finally, a description of the proposed method employed to find load-

displacement behavior at the pile tip is discussed. 

2.2 t-z Curves 

The theoretical t-z curves employed in this study to determine 

the skin resistance response have been adopted from Kraft et al. [26]. 

The theoretical formulation for the t-z curves has used an approach in 

which the soil displacement patterns was modeled as concentric 

cylinders, Fig. 2.1. This approach has used the assumptions and con

clusions described by Randolph and Wroth [37]- These assumptions can 

be summarized as follows: 

1. Radial soil displacements are negligible compared with 

vertical displacements. Therefore, the simple shear condition prevails 

in the soil. 

2. Shear stress decreases with the radial distance such that 

xr = x r ; in which r = pile radius; r = distance from the pile-soil 
o o o ' r 

interface; Tq, t = shear stresses at distance rQ and r, respectively. 

12 
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LOAD 

DISPLACEMENT OUE 
TO LOAD 

SHAFT 
ELEMENT 

Fig. 2.1 Settlement Modeled as Shearing of Concentric Cylinders [26] 

E q .  ( 4 )  

+> z 

Fig. 2.2 Typical t-z Curve 
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Then T becomes negligible after a radial distance rm which is a func

tion of pile length ft, Poisson's ratio of soil, v  , and the ratio p,  of 
s 

£ 
the soil moduli at depths — and Z. Thus, r^ is expressed as 

r = 2.5 Si p (1  -  V ) (3) 
m s 

The final equation for the prefailure t-z curve is presented as [26] 

r 
m 

zs -

where zg = displacement of the shaft element, 

T R,  
o f 
T 
max 

= shear-strain curve fitting constant determined from 

laboratory test such as triaxial tests [ 7], 

x = shear stress at failure, 
max 

Ei G. = initial shear modulus = n /,—, v » and 
x z v.1 + v ) 

s  

= initial Young's modulus of soil. 

The soil modulus can depend on various factors such as state of 

stress, confining pressure, density and stress history. As a simple 

approximation, the soil modulus is assumed to vary linearly with depth. 

The initial modulus E^ at zero state of strain can be expressed as 
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a n 

Ei " K' pa 0 (5) 
a 

where p = the atmospheric pressure [= 14.7 psi (101.3 KPa)] which 

has been introduced to make K a nondimensional number, 

CT^ = confining pressure = K o^, 

a = normal stress = y cr z, 
r ef f 

K = lateral earth pressure coefficient, 

= effective density of soil, and 

K", n = constants determined from laboratory data such as 

triaxial tests [7]. 

Knowing the parameters in Eq. (4), the t-z curve at any depth can be 

found by giving values for T and finding the corresponding value of z . s 

A schematic of typical curve is shown in Fig. 2.2. From each t-z curve, 

the values of k , k-, which are the initial and final slope of the 
o f 

curve, respectively, are measured. The need for these parameters is 

discussed later. 

2.3 p-z Curve 

The load deformation behavior at the pile tip is generally pre

dicted from pile load tests and (laboratory model) tests which are 

usually costly. Kraft et al. [26] proposed to use the elastic solution 

for a rigid punch [42] to model theoretically the load-displacement, or 

p-z curve, at the pile tip: 
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q D (1 - v  2 )  

2 ' E H (« 

where q. = stress at the pile tip, 
b 

D = tip diameter, 

v , E = Poisson's ratio and elasticity modulus of the soil, 
s s 

respectively, and 

I, = influence factor accounting for the interaction between 
b 

upper and lower soil (Fig. 2.3). 

Equation (6) can be written as [ ] 

Pb (1 " Va2) 
2 - BE i (7) 

s 

where P^ - pile tip load, and r| = influence factor related to 1^ as 

" " ? V 

Vesic [47] and Randolph and Wroth [37] studied the appropriate 

values of n and found it to be decreasing with depth, with values be

tween 0.5 and 0.85. However, they concluded that for a straight pile, 

H was higher than 0.85 and was probably close to unity [37], 

Kraft et al. [26] has used Eq. (6) to find the load deformation 

curve at the pile tip. His curves have been mostly bilinear with their 

initial stiffness based on data from field observations. Unlike Kraft 

et al., the p-z curves developed here use a mathematical function simi

lar to a generalized Ramberg-Osgood model to incorporate the 
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nonlinearity of the soil. Thus, these p-z curves are nonlinear curves 

with initial stiffness found from Eq. (7) as 

( i  -  vj )n  

DE 
s (8) 

where the stiffness is the force applied at a point to induce unit 

displacement (z = 1), and n in this study is taken equal to unity. 

Knowing the soil parameters Eg and vg, and the pile parameter D, the 

initial stiffness value k„ at the pile tip is found. Details of the 
Bq 

procedure are given in Section 2.5.2. 

2.4 Ramburg-Osgood Model 

In the computer code [14], the nonlinearity of the soil has been 

simulated by using a mathematical function similar to a generalized 

Ramberg-Osgood model. 

loading, unloading and reloading behavior of materials and simulate a 

set of stress-strain curves. Its expression could be written as 

Ramberg-Osgood [36] proposed a model to incorporate nonlinear 

m 
(9) 

where 

a, e = stress and strain at a point, respectively 

E. = initial modulus, 
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1-ra 
1 2 

X = [-5- - 1] [/] . 
2 Ei 

m = exponent defining the shape of the curve, and 

E2 02 = Fig. 2.4. 
i 

Richard and Abbott [38] expressed Eq. (9) alternatively as 

a = 

E e 
r 

E e 
m 1/m 

(1  +  r 
(j ) 

y 

+ E e (10) 

where 

E = E, - E , 
r i p  

Ep = modulus in plastic zone, and 

0^ = plastic or yield stress. 

A similar mathematical function to Eq. (10) was used by Desai 

and Wu [17], Desai [9] and Desai and Kuppusamy [14] to simulate the non

linear behavior of soils. This function replaced the stress o by the 

resistance p, the strain e by the displacement u (or v or w), and the 

modulus E by the stiffness k. Then this function was written in a way 

that the lateral resistance p^ (or p^) was expressed as a function of 

the displacement u (or v) 
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Px = 
(ko " V U 

(1 + 
(ko ~ V U 

Pf 

- + k- u (11) 
ra 1/m f 

) 

where kQ = initial spring stiffness, 

kj = final spring stiffness, 

Pj = load corresponding to yield point, and 

m = the order of the curve. 

Now, Eq, (11) is used to incorporate t-z curves for the pile 

problem. Here values of kQ, k^ are those found from t-z curves, but 

those values are multiplied by ttD, where D = pile diameter, to obtain 

the same units as those of k and k„. pc and m are found from an itera-o f f 

tive procedure using Eq. (11). A computer code [17] developed to find m 

and p^ is used here to find these two parameters which are called 

Ramberg-Osgood parameters. These parameters are needed in the computer 

program [14] along with kQ, k^ and kr (k^ = kQ - k^) to obtain the dis

placements and load distribution along the pile. The value of kr is 

assumed to be constant; that means a linear unloading response is 

assumed. 

2.5 Description of the Proposed Method 

The steps involved in this study begin with finding t-z curves 

at different depths along the pile. Then, p-z curve is found at the 

pile step. Finally, the computer program is run and the forces and dis

placements at different depths are found. Details about finding t-z and 

p-z curves are listed below. 
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2.5.1 t-z Curves 

Several t-z curves are found at different depths z along the 

shaft according to Kraft et al. [26]. The limiting value of x is taken 

according to the shear resistance equation at failure 

T = c + a tan 6 = c + K q tan 6 (12) 
max n 

Because this study is concerned with cohesionless materials, the term c, 

which represents the cohesive strength, drops and Eq. (12) becomes 

T = K q tan <5 (13) 
max 

where 6 = interface friction angle, 

q = effective overburden pressure, and 

K = lateral earth pressure coefficient. 

At each depth z, t-z curve is plotted using Eqs. (4) with a 

maximum value of T according to Eq. (13). A plot of t-z curve would 

look like Fig. 2.5. A value of kQ at each depth z, kQ (z), is found by 

measuring the initial slope of t-z curve at that depth. Then, the final 

slope at any given depth z, k^ (z), is assumed as 

kf (z) = .005 kQ (z) (14) 

It is also assumed that p- = T (z) of Eq. (13), and m = 1. As a re-
rf max n 

suit, kQ, k^, p^ and m along the shaft are found. 
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2.5.2 p-z Curve 

The idea behind p-z curve at the pile tip in this study is to 

introduce an equivalent nonlinear response at the pile tip which simu

lates as closely as possible the actual nonlinear response of the pile 

tip. Only a few field tests are available in the literature which gives 

the p-z curves at the pile tip. Some of these tests are used here to 

establish the method proposed here. The rest of the field tests (where 

field measurements of tip resistance are not available) are used to 

check the validity and applicability of this method. This method is re

stricted to the conditions mentioned before which include long piles in 

sandy soils. 

To develop p-z curve at the pile tip, a typical example is ex

plained. First, from p-z curve available from field tests, the value of 

the initial slope, kQ, can be measured. Next, the value of the initial 

slope, k„ , is found from Eq. (8). Third, a coefficient X is intro-
i5q 

duced through the following expression: 

k 
* = hr-l*. (15> 

Bq tXP 

A value of X is found for each field test. Three field tests are used 

to find X (which are from Lack and Dam No. 4, piles 2, 3 and 10 [35]). 

An average of these values is used in this study, which is found to be 

about 2.0 (Table 2.1). 

Using the above value of ,\, an equivalent value of kQ at the 

pile tip, kQ t£p» found from Eq. (15) for each pile as 
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Table 2.1 X-Values Found for p-z Curve 

Pile No. 

k , t/in 
o 
[kN/cm] 

kBq, t/in 

[kN/cm] X 
X 

Average 

2 800 

[2802] 

352 

[1232.9] 

2.3 

3 1040 416 2.5 

[364.6] [1457.1] 2.0 

10 420 

[1471.1] 

343 

[1201.4] 

1.2 



o tip = XkBq 
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(16 )  

where A. and are given above. A value of k^ at the tip is assumed as 

kc ... = .005 k 
f tip o tip 

(17) 

The curve fitting coefficient m is assumed equal to 1. The Vesic ap

proach has been used to evaluate the yield load p^ at the pile tip 

as [ 46] 

f tip 

= qf AP 

= N q A 
q p  

for — a 

for — < a 

(18) 

where a =20 for very dense sand, 

a  = 1 0  for  v e r y  l o o s e  s a n d ,  

q^ = final value of point resistance (Fig. 2.1), 

A = cross-sectional area of pile tip, 
P 

•k 
= bearing capacity factor for deep circular or square 

foundation [47], 

q = effective overburden pressure, and 

L = pile length. 

In this manner, p-z curve parameters at the pile tip are evaluated. 



CHAPTER 3 

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

3.1 General Remarks 

The finite element method is well documented [8]. and it is not 

detailed here. The procedure presented here is the one used pre

viously [9,13, 15], Only salient details of this procedure are 

discussed herein, including the discretization and one-dimensional 

idealization of the structures under consideration. 

3.2 Finite Element Formulation 

The structure (pile in this case) is discretized into a series 

of one-dimensional elements, Fig. 3.1a. Each element is assumed to be a 

beam-column element with six degrees-of-freedom at each nodal point, 

three translational u, v and w; and three rotational 0,0 and 0 , 
x y z 

Fig. 3.1b. 

Assuming small strains, the bending and axial behavior can be 

uncoupled. So, the displacement can be expressed as 

{u} = [N] {q} (19) 

where {u} = [u, v, w] 

u, v = transverse displacements, 

w = axial displacement, 

26 
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[N] = interpolation functions = 

[N, ] = cubic Hermitian functions 
b 

[H ] 0 

0 

0 

[Ho] 0 

[NJ 

= [l-3s2 + 2S3 i s  (l-2s + s2) s2 (3-2s) i s 2  (s-1)], 

[Na] = linear interpolation functions 

= [1-s 1-s s s] , 

" - 'T ^ 

= local coordinate = 
a 

z, z^ and Z are shown in Fig. 3.1, and 

{q} = [Ul, 0xl, u2, 0x2, vL, 0yl, v2, 9y2, Wl, 0zl, w2, 0z2]. 

To derive the element equation, the following potential energy 

function is used: 

it = I  f  | {E I (u")2 + E I (v")2} ds 
p o 2 x y 

+ AH /"* E (w')2 ds + & f~  GI (w")2 ds 
o o z 

- A f (X u + y v + Z w) ds - SL f (T u 
o o x 

_ _ m _ 
+  T  v + T  w ) d s - Z  P . n  u .  

y z i=1 xS, i 

(20) 

where 1,1 = moment of inertia of the beam in x and y directions, 
x y 

respectively, 

I = polar moment of inertia, 
z 

A = cross-sectional area, 

X,Y, Z = body forces in x, y, z directions, respectively, 
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T , T , T = surface traction forces in x, y, z directions, 
x y z 

?i* 

u. 
X 

m 

respectively, 

= concentrated force at node, 

= displacements at corresponding nodes (= u, v, w), and 

= total number of degrees-of-freedom where P ^ is 

applied. 

The overbar denotes a prescribed quantity. Substitution of u, v, w and 

their derivatives in and then finding a stationary (minimum) of the 

potential energy leads to element equation as 

[k] {q} = {Q} (21)  

where 

[k] = element stiffness matrix given by 

[k] = 

a [k ] [0] [0] 
X X 

[0] ay [ky] [0] 

[0] [0] [k ] 
w 

[k ] = [k ] = 
x y 

a = EI /JT, 

12 -6H -12 -6I 

, 2  

Symm. 

U 61 21 

12 

a 

61 

2 

a = EI /a , 
y y  
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[k ] = 
w 

AE 
a 

AE 
I 

0 

GI 
2 

a 

o 

GI 
2 
& 

AE 
A 

A 

0 

GI 
z 

i l  .  

0 

GI 
2 

A 

{Q> = A / [N]T {X} d.5, + [N]T {T} dl, 

{X}T = [X, Y, Z], and 

{T}T = [T , T , T ]. 
x y z 

The element equations are assembled for all elements. Then, 

boundary conditions, in terms of displacements and/or rotations, are in

troduced in the assemblage equations. The soil springs, which consist 

of three translational and three rotational springs, are assumed 

attached to the nodal points. This results in essentially adding stiff

nesses for the spring at the appropriate diagonal locations in the 

assembled stiffness matrix. 

The modified assemblage equations are solved for nodal displace

ments and rotations, which are then used to find slopes, shear forces, 

moments and soil resistance. 

3.3 Nonlinear Analysis 

An incremental load procedure is used in order to incorporate 

the nonlinear behavior of soil. The total load is divided into a number 



of increments. For each increment, the behavior is assumed to be 

linear, but nonlinearity is allowed for by changing the soil spring 

stiffness from increment to increment. (See Fig. 3.2). 

The resistance-displacement curves are simulated by the general

ized Ramberg-Osgood model (see Fig. 3.3) where Eq. (11) is used. The 

unloading behavior is assumed to be linear with constant value of the 

stiffness kr» 



Load > 

yield point 

unloading 

Deflection 

Fig. 3.3 Generalized Ramberg-Osgood Model 



CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS CASES 

4.1 General Remarks 

Six cases have been studied to verify the validity of the method 

described previously. Three of these cases were from Lock and Dam No. 4 

at the Arkansas River site [6, 7, 35]; the fourth case was from the 

Jonesville Lock site in Louisiana [13,21]; the fifth one was from the 

Ogeechee River site [46]. Finally, the sixth case was a large-scale 

model pile which was performed by Vesic at Georgia Institute of 

Technology [45]. 

Due to some lack of information in the publications of the 

studied cases, and because of the need for this information in this 

analysis, some of the properties were assumed. These assumptions were 

based either on the other relevant data provided by the reports or on 

typical values available in the literature. The following paragraphs 

discuss each case separately. 

4.2 Arkansas Lock and Dam No. 4 

A detailed description about the site and load tests is found in 

previous publications [6, 27, 35], So, only the necessary information 

is mentioned here. 

Three steel pipe piles, Nos. 2, 3 and 10, are studied here. 

Their properties are adopted from the previously mentioned publications, 

33 
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and they are shown in Table 4.1. Even though this is a one-dimensional 

idealization and there is no need to compute the equivalent areas, 

modulus of elasticity and densities, they are found by assuming the 

piles to be solid cylinders and by keeping the outer diameter and the 

axial stiffness the same as those for the hollow pipes tested in the 

field. This is done partly to correlate the properties with previous 

axisymmetric (finite element) analysis. These equivalent properties are 

defined below. 

A = equivalent area = gross cross-sectional area of the hollow 

pipe. 

(AE)eq - (AE)actual (22) 

Z (YA) , 
Yg = equivalent density = — (23) 
eq eq 

where Z (yA) . , = A .,-Y + A . ...y . .. 
actual soil soil steel steel 

Also, the pile material is assumed linear elastic in the finite 

element analysis. The initial soil modulus is calculated from Eq. (5). 
»•' ' "3 

The constants K' and n in this equation, along with the constant 

necessary for t-z curve, are taken the same as in reference [6]. These 

K', n and values adopted in this study are shown in Table 4.2, and 

the soil layer is shown in Fig. 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Properties of Test Piles, 
LD 4 Site [29] 

Gross Cross-Sec. £ 

area, in square ExlO , in psi AExlO in 
Pile No. Size inches [cnr ] [kN/m^] lb [kg] 

2 and 10 16-in (410 mm) 23.86 29.0 692 
OD pipe [153.9] [200] [313] 
[.312 in 
(7.9 mm) wall] 

3 20-in (510 mm) 27.36 29.0 793 
OD pipe [176.5] [200] [359] 
[.375 in 
(9.5 mm) wall] 

Table. 4.2 Parameters Adopted for Sands at LD 4 Site 
Used in the Analysis [Ref. 6] 

<P 6 
Layer Soil Type K" n degree degree 

I and III SP 1500 .6 .9 32 65 

II SM 1200 .5 .8 31 27 
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About the angle of internal friction, <}>» and the lateral earth 

pressure coefficient, K, they are taken the same as reported in refer

ence [29]. For the interface friction angle, 6, it is chosen as an 

average value from several direct shear tests [6, 7]. All the parame

ters used in the study here are arranged in Table 4.3. 

The load increment used here is the same as that used in the 

field test and in reference [6]; that is, 20 increments up to the 

failure load. The proposed method described in Chapter 2 is used in the 

analysis. 

For the purpose of comparing results from different analyses, 

another analysis has been performed using different data for the pile 

tip and keeping all the other data the same. The data for p-z curve are 

measured from p-z curves of the field observation which are shown in 

Figs. 4.2 through 4.4. These parameters from both analyses are listed 

in Table 4.4. 

The results from both analyses are compared with the field ob

servations as shown later in Chapter 5. 

4. 3 Jonesville Lock Pile (JL Pile) 

The pile and soil properties at this site are adopted from 

Desai and Holloway paper [13]. and they are arranged in Table 4.5a and b. 

This pile is an 18-inch square pre'stressed concrete pile. As 

has been done for the previous cases, an equivalent circular area is 



Table 4.3 Pile and Soil Properties Used in the Analysis, 
LD 4 Site 

Pile Properties Soil Properties 

Pile L, in 
No. [cm] 

*eq1 in 
[cm ] 

D, in 
[cm] 

L/D, Ee , si 
[klJ/m^] 

Yeq» Pĉ  Yeff> Rĉ  ®r» 
[kN/m^] [kN/m^ 

E , psi diman-
K 

dimen-
> ]  i * s ' * o 

% [kN/m ] sionless sionless 

2 633.6 201.1 16 40 3.44xl06 .033 .036 80 
[1609] [1297] [41] [24xl06] [9] [10] 

3 636 314.2 20 32 2.53xl06 .042 .036 80 
[1615] [2027] [51] [17xl06] [11] [10] 

10 637.2 201.1 16 40 3.44xl06 .033 .036 80 
[1618.5] [1297] [41] [24xl06] [9] [10] 

W 
O 
C 

II 3 
P-

V Hi I  ̂
o 
3 

/"N 
?r w 

T3 
N 
3 /-N 

N3 s-/ 
• •  

.49 

.49 

.49 

1.29 

1.17 

1.23 
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Table 4.4 Parameters of p-z Curves at Pile Tip 
Used in the Analysis, LD 4 Site 

From Field Observations 
[FE 1] 

From Proposed Method 
[FE 2] 

Pile 
k , t/in 
[&N/cm] 

kf, t/in 
[RN/cm] 

pf, tons 
[kN] 

k , t/in 
[SN/cm] 

kf, t/in 
[RN/cm] 

pf, tons 
[kN] 

2 800 4 80 704 3.5 70 

[2802.03] [14.01] [711.7] [2465.8] [12.3] [622.7] 

3 1040 5.2 102 832 4.2 109 

[3642.6] [18.2] [907.4] [2914.1] [14.6] [969.7] 

10 420 2.1 67 686 3.4 70 

[1471.1] [7.35] [596.1] [2402.7] [12.01] [622.7] 
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Table 4.5a Pile Properties Used in the Analysis, 
JL Site 

Pile Symbol 
L, in 
[cm] 

Aeq»2*n 
[cm ] V [cm] L/D, 

% 
G , psi 
[t8/m2] latfi1 • 

JL 540 452.4 24 30 4.2xl06 .043 
[prestress [1372] [29L9] [61] [29] [11.7] 
concrete] 

Table 4.5b Soil Properties Used in the Analysis, 
JL Site 

Pile Symbol to?81 
Dr, % 

Es, psi vs K 
[kN/m2] dimensionless dimensior.less 

from 
JL .036 80 Eq. (2) .375 .6 

[10] 

Table 4.6 Parameters Adopted for Sand, 
JL Site [9] 

Layer Soil Type K' n Rf 

<J> 
degree 

6 
degree 

I SP 1530 .6 .89 43 38 
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used, for which it is assumed that the area of the square section is 

equal to the area of the circular section. From this equality, the 

equivalent diameter is found. Also, the pile material is assumed to be 

linear. 

The initial modulus constants, K' and n, are found by conducting 

a series of triaxial tests, and the same is done for the parameter R^. 

Details of these tests are found in references 7,13 and 21. The values 

of the parameters found from these tests are used here and are shown in 

Table 4.6. 

For the lateral earth pressure coefficient, K, Desai and 

Holloway [9] have conducted a parametric study to find the best K that 

gives better results comparing to field. This value of K was found to 

be equal to 0.6 and its corresponding V was taken according to the 

relation 

So, the value of K = 0.6 is used here. Also, from laboratory tests [13], 

the values of internal friction, <J>, and interface friction angle, 6, are 

selected and they are shown in Table 4.6. Concerning the load incre

ment, it has been applied as 8 increments at 20 tons each plus 10 

increments at 10 tons each, with total load of 260 tons. Using the pro

posed method, values for kQ, k^ and p^ at the pile tip are calculated 

and shown in Table 4.7. 
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Table 4.7 Parameters of p-z Curve at the 
Pile Tip, Jonesville Lock 

Pile Symbol 
ko, t/in 
[kN/cm] 

kf, t/in 
[kN/cm] 

Pf, tons 
[kN] m 

JL 574 2.9 158 1 

[2010] [10.2] [1406] 



The finite element mesh used in this analysis is shown in 

Fig. 4.5. On this figure, the depths (or nodes) at which t-z curves 

have been found are shown. The results from this analysis are compared 

with the field observation, as it is mentioned later. 

4.4 Ogeechee River Pile (Pile No. 1) 

The pile chosen here is pile No. 1 in Vesic's paper [46]. This 

pile is steel pipe with 18-inch diameter. The pile properties adopted 

in the analysis are shown in Table 4.8a. 

Concerning the soil properties, which are shown in Table 4.8b, 

the exploratory borings have helped in deciding the soil type.. So, in 

this analysis, three layers for the soil are assumed, and they are shown 

in Fig. 4.6 along with the finite element mesh used here. The effective 

density is found by using the average dry density obtained from field 

investigations. This effective density, with the relative density and 

soil type, is noticed to have similar values as those of LD 4 and JL 

sites; so, the initial modulus of elasticity parameters has been adopted 

from these sites and is shown in Table 4.9. Also shown in Table 4.9 are 

the angle of internal friction, <j), and the interface friction angle, 6. 

These angles are not provided in Vesic's paper [46], so assumptions are 

made concerning their values. Meyerhof's expression [28] for <j) is used 

in this analysis, which is also found in other foundation books [2] as 

<f> = 25 + 25 Dr (25) 

and 6 is found from Eq. (2). 
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Table 4.8a Pile Properties Used in the 
Analysis, Ogeechee River Site 

Pile Symbol 
L, in 
[cm] V2V2 [cm ] 

D, in 
[cm] L/D 

Een» Esi 
[EH/m*] 

Pile #1 591 254.7 18 33 3.24xl06 .062 

[1501] [1643] [45.7] [22.3xl06] [16.8] 

Table 4.8b Soil Properties Used in the 
Analysis, Ogeechee River Site 

Pile Symbol 
Yeff»o 
[kN/mJ 

pci 
] Dr, % 

Eg, psi 
[kN/m^] 

vs 
dimensionless 

K 
dimensionless 

Pile #1 .037 
[10] 

86 from 
Eq. (2) 

.41 .7 
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Table 4.9 Parameters Adopted for Sand, 
Ogeechee River Site 

Layer Soil Type K" n 
<J> 

R^ degree 
<5 

degree 

I and III SM 1200 .5 .8 46 42 

II SP 1500 .6 .9 46 42 

Table 4. 10 Parameters of p-z Curve 
Ogeechee River Site 

Pile Symbol 
k , t/in 
[fcN/cm] 

kf, t/in 
[cN/cm] 

pf, tons 
[kN] m 

Pile #1 416 2.1 258 1 

[1457] [7.3] [2295] 
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Another assumption is made concerning the lateral earth pressure 

coefficient, K, for the lack of information. A value of K equal to 0.7 

is found from Eq. (24) which needs a value for Poisson's ratio V. This 

value of v, which is selected from typical values of v for dense 

sand [2], is taken equal to 0.41. 

The load was applied in 6 increments at 60 tons each, plus 6 in

crements at 20 tons each. These increments are chosen in accordance 

with the load increment shown on the load deformation curve obtained 

from the field test. 

Finally, using the proposed method, values for kQ, k^, p^ along 

the pile at several depths (shown in Fig. 4.6) are found using t-z 

curves. Also, the values for these parameters at the tip are found 

using p-z curve of the proposed method. These parameters at the pile 

tip are shown in Table 4.10. The results from this analysis are com

pared with the field observation and are discussed later. 

4.5 Model Pile 

The last pile chosen for the analysis herein is the large-scale 

model pile conducted at Georgia Institute of Technology [45] which has 

been performed in submerged, medium dense sand. 

Because the soil used was from the Chattahoochee River, most of 

its properties are taken from Ellison's paper [19] which presents a de

tailed study about the properties of this sand gathered from previous 

papers: Vesic [44] and Vesic and Clough [48]. These soil properties 

are shown in Table 4.11. The value of effective density is calculated 

from the dry density of the soil. 
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Table 4.11 Soil Properties Used in the Analysis, Model Pile 

Pile Symbol 
Yeff' Rci 
[kN/m2] Dr, % Eg, psi Vs K 

Model Pile .032 

[8.7] 

60 from Eq. (2) 0.35 0.54 

Table 4.12 Parameters Adopted for Sand, Model Pile 

Layer Soil Type K' n defree 
6 

degree 

I SP 909 .49 .89 36 18 
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To enable use of Eq. (5) for e^, the soil type is assumed as SP, 

and the constants K', n and are taken from Jonesville Lock laboratory 

tests for relative density near 60% [7,13]. These parameters are shown 

in Table 4.12. 

The model pile was made, of structural aluminum tube with 4.0 in. 

diameter and 0.05 in. thickness. Equivalent pile parameters are found 

assuming solid cylinders and performing the same procedure mentioned 

previously for LD 4 piles. These equivalent parameters are shown in 

Table 4.13. 

The loading increments used are 10 increments at 0.062 tons plus 

20 increments at 0.031 tons. These loading increments are roughly the 

same as those used in the experiment. 

Because the load displacement curve at the pile tip is provided, 

two parts of the analysis have been performed here using the finite ele

ment mesh shown in Fig. 4.7. The first part is by using the proposed 

method to find pile tip parameters, which are shown in Table 4.14, and 

to find t-z curves along the wall. The second part is by using the pile 

tip parameters found from the field curve along with t-z curves along 

the wall found as mentioned above. Then, the results from both 

analyses will be compared with the field observation curves. 
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Table 4.13 Pile Parameters Used in 
the Analysis, Model Pile 

2 
L, in Aeq, in D, in Eeq. psi Yeq, Dei 

Pile Symbol [cm] Lcm^] [cm] L/D [kN/m^] [kN/m ] 

Model Pile 60 12.57 4 15 4.4xl06 .043 

[152.4] [81.1] [10.2] [30.3xl06] [11.6] 

Table 4.14 Parameter at Pile Tip, Model Pile 

From Field Observations From Proposed Method 

Pile 
k , t/in kf, t/in pf, tons 
[icN/cm] [RN/cm] [kN] 

k , t/in kf, t/in pf, tons 
[icN/cm] [kn/cm] [kN] 

Model 
Pile 

20 .05 .995 

[70] [.17] [8.8] 

17.6 0.09 0.96 

[61.6] [.31] [8.5] 
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CHAPTER 5 

COMPARISON AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

5.1 General Remarks 

After analyzing the cases described in Chapter 4 and running the 

finite element analyses, the results are compared with the field ob

servation. These are described in this chapter. The results from each 

case are discussed separately; in this way a thorough examination can be 

achieved. 

5.2 Lock and Dam No. 4 

Load-displacement curves, load distribution along the piles and 

gross pile load vs. tip and wall load are shown in Figs. 5.1, 5.2 and 

5.3 for pile No. 2, 3 and 10, respectively. 

In each of these figures, three sets of curves are used. The 

first set shown represents the field observation (Field). The second 

set shown represents the finite element analysis with the tip behavior 

simulated the same as that from the field observations (F.E. 1). 

Finally, the third set of curves represents the finite element analysis 

using the proposed method with equivalent point resistance described in 

Chapter 2 (F.E. 2). The symbols between parentheses used above (Field, 

F.E. 1, F.E. 2) are used on the figures to refer to the different 

curves. 
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It is noticeable that the results found using the proposed 

method (F.E. 2) are in good agreement with the field observations 

(Field). 

Two main parameters have their influence on the load-

displacement curves shown in Figs. 5.1a, 5.2a and 5.3a, the first pa

rameter being kQ and the second parameter p^, the yield load. For 

Pile No. 2, both values in the proposed method are lower than the field 

observation and this yield to lower curve for the proposed method than 

that of field observation. In contrast, for Pile No. 10 where both 

values are higher for the proposed method, it yields higher curve than 

field observation. These results are expected since higher kQ means 

steeper initial slope, and higher yield load p^ means higher curve (see 

Fig. 5.1a). Anyway, the F.E. 2 curves are close enough to the field ob

servation in the three figures, and this is an interesting result drawn 

from using this new method. 

The load distribution in piles is shown in Figs. 5.1b, 5.2b and 

5.3b. It is noticeable from these curves that there is not a good 

agreement between proposed method (F.E. 2) and field observation 

(Field), and this may be related to the influence of the residual 

stresses that are developed in the pile after driving. Hunter and 

Davisson [25] have shown in their study, which has been for the same 

piles used here, that the residual stresses influence the division of 

total load between friction and point bearing and that the friction is 

higher (about 30%) when including the residual stresses. Taking these 

residual stresses into account would give better results. 



The same point mentioned above about the residual stress may be 

said when talking about the gross load vs. tip and wall load plots 

because, as it is seen for all three piles, the tip load is higher and 

the wall load is lower in the proposed method than in field observation. 

Taking the residual stresses into account might improve the results. 

Even though the distribution of the load along the pile is not 

in good agreement between Field and F.E. 2, the ratio of the tip load to 

total load at any increment is, at the most, 15% higher (or lower) for 

F.E. 2 than it is for Field. 

The load carrying capacity for each pile is found using the tan

gent procedure. In this procedure, the intersection point between the 

tangent to the initial and final part of the load-displacement curve 

represents the ultimate (or failure) load of the pile. The ultimate 

load values for all cases are arranged in Table 5.1. It is seen that 

there is satisfactory agreement between the values from both methods 

F.E. 2 and Field. The biggest difference for this site is for 

Pile No. 10 where the value from F.E. 2 is higher by 8% than Field. 

5.3 Jonesville Lock Pile 

The load-displacement curve for this pile is shown in Fig. 5.4. 

In this figure, only the field observation curve and the proposed curves 

(with equivalent p-z curve) for the pile head (butt) are shown because 

no field data for the pile tip movement is available. It can be seen 

from that figure that there is good agreement between both curves. 
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Table 5.1 Comparison of Ultimate Capacity, 
in Tons 

Pile Pile Pile JL Pile 
Criterion No. 2 No. 3 No. 10 Pile No. 1 Model Pile 

Field 225 228 195 210 400 1,2 

FE 2 218 234 210 210 375 1.1 
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Comparison between field and finite element analysis of the load 

distribution in pile has not been performed because of the unavaila

bility of field data for that purpose. 

The interesting result for this pile is concerning the pile 

bearing capacity. Its value is shown in Table 5.1. This value from 

both curves turns out to be the same, which is a good result. 

5.4 Qgeechee Pile (Pile No. 1) 

Figure 5.5a shows the load-displacement curves for the pile head 

(butt) from both Field and F.E. 2. It can be seen that there is good 

agreement between both methods. 

The distribution of load in the pile is shown in Fig. 5.5b. It 

can be seen that there is not a good agreement between both methods. 

However, this did not effect the load-displacement curves that have been 

found to be in good agreement. 

Using the tangent procedure to find the load carrying capacity, 

values from both curves are found and compared. The F.E. 2 gives 9% 

lower values than Field. 

5.5 Model Pile 

The results from the finite element analyses and field are shown 

in Figs. 5.6a and 5.6b. Figure 5.6a represents the load-displacement 

curves at the pile head, while Fig. 5.6b shows the load-displacement 

curves at the pile tip. The agreement between F.E. 2 and Field is 

clearly seen to be good. 
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Concerning the load carrying capacity, it can be shown, using 

the tangent procedure (see Table. 5.1), that F.E. 2 gives 9% lower 

value than Field. 

5.6 Comments and Discussions 

The results found for the six piles studied here, using the pro

posed method, are cited in Chapter 5. They have been compared with the 

results of the field and laboratory tests. The concluding remarks drawn 

from these comparisons are mentioned subsequently. 

The load-deformation curves from the proposed method compared 

well with their correspondent curves. This agreement leads to say that 

the proposed method is good for finding the load-displacement curve for 

long pile in sand. 

Some conditions are enforced with this new method. First, the 

piles are long with the ratio ̂  15. This assumption is made to be 

able to use the Vesic approach for the final point resistance q^, and 

this leads to finding the ultimate point load p^ used in the proposed 

method. Another condition to use Vesic's approach is that the sand 

should be dry or submerged and the effect of negative pore water 

stresses, capillary cohesion, in moist sand must be taken into account 

separately [46]. Fortunately, all six cases studied here have the water 

table at 0 to 5 ft. below the ground surface so they are assumed in the 

analysis as submerged with the water table at the ground surface. This 

assumption might influence the F.E. 2 results a little. 



The other condition enforced is the assumption for and m in 

the proposed method, is assumed to be equal to 5% of kQ for all 

curves because in reality this value should be small to indicate the 

failure process. For m, several trials have been conducted to find the 

best m that fits most curves and the value of 1.0 has been adopted; it 

turns out to be good value from the final obtained results. 

The choice of lateral earth pressure coefficient value, K, is 

very important. For LD 4 piles, the K values used are the same as the 

ones used in the previous reports [6, 13,27]. For the rest of piles, a 

value of K is found by assuming a value for Poisson's ratio, v, as 

typical values for sand. These typical values can be found in founda

tion books [2], Then K is found from the Eq. (24). 

The typical values of v are less than 0.5 even though studies 

by Vesic and Clough [48] show that for dense sand the sand behaves 

nearly incompressible with V near 0.5. Then it tends to expand as 

failure is approached and v may get up to 0.6 or 0;7. This expansion is 

called the dilatancy characteristic of the sand. For medium dense sand, 

this dilatancy effect may not be pronounced as clearly as for dense 

sand. 

These values of V greater than 0.5 yield to values of K higher 

than unity. So, for the first three cases studied here, the value of K 

found from field is used and it is greater than 1. But for the last 

three, the value of K assumed is less than unity. However, the re

sulting curves show that they are not bad assumptions at all. 
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The load carrying capacity found using the tangent procedure for 

all studied piles is arranged in Table 5.1. Satisfactory agreements are 

found between both methods. The highest difference in values between 

the two methods is for the model pile where the value from F.E. 2 is 

lower by approximately 9%. This difference is within an acceptable 

range. 

The load distribution in piles found from the proposed method, 

F.E. 2, is not in good agreement with the field, and this discrepancy 

might be related to the residual stresses, as it is mentioned before. 

The residual stresses influence the division of total load between fric

tion and point bearing but it may have little or no effect on the total 

capacity of piles [17]. Taking these residual stresses into account may 

have improved the results. 

An interesting study has been done to find for each pile the X 

value that gives the closest F.E. 2 curve to field curve. These X 

values are shown in Table 5.2 and are plotted in Fig. 5.7 with relation 

to ̂  ratio. It can be concluded from this figure that even with ̂  

ranges between 15 and 40, the value of X is between 1.2 and 2.5. This 

means that X used in this study is almost an average value and can be 

used for a wide range of long piles in sand. 

Final comment is related to the piles material used in this 

study. Steel pipe, prestressed concrete and aluminum tubes are the 

material types for.the studied piles. From the results, it can be con

cluded that the new method can be used for any kind of piles as long as 

the conditions assumed in the method are satisfied. 
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Table 5.2 X Values for Best Curve Fitting 

Pile No. 2 Pile No. 3 
Pile 
No. 10 JL Pile 

Pile 
No. 1 Model Pile 

Symbol • -f~ 0 • A o 

X 2.3 2.5 1.2 2.0 2.2 2.2 

L/D 40 32 40 30 33 15 
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In conclusion, this proposed method has proven to give satisfac

tory results in predicting load-deformation curves for long piles in 

sand. Better results may be drawn if using two- or three-dimensional 

finite element analysis. For another class of soil, different X may be 

found using the same steps as the proposed method herein. Then, the 

load deformation curves would be easily found using the appropriate 

value of \. 



CHAPTER 6 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL PROCEDURE 

6.1 General Remarks 

Almost all real problems are three-dimensional in nature. In the 

study for the pile group here, a three-dimensional, 8-node hexahedral 

element is used. The code can allow a variable-node element which can 

have any number of nodes between 8 and 21 (Fig. 6.1). The finite element 

formulations are summarized in this chapter. Details of formulations can 

be found in other publications [16, 41]. 

6.2 Finite Element Formulation 

A three-dimensional, 8-node hexahedral element (Fig. 6.2) is 

used as the basic element, here r, s, and t denote natural coordinates. 

The relation between the local and global coordinate system can be ex

pressed as 

X {N}T {0} {0} (x } 
n 

y • = {'N}T {0} -
V 

z syram. (N}T 
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Fig. 6.2 Eight-Node Hexahedral Finite Element 
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where {N} = 

{x } = 
n 

u ) 
n 

[Nj, N2, N3, 

[Xj^, X2» Xg. 

tyi' y 2> y3' 

[z^ i ^2> z39 

.. Ng] , 

•• ] » 

'  • •  y«] » 

.. Zg] . 

The interpolation functions are given by 

N± = -g (1 + rrp (1 + ss±) (1 + tti), 

where i = 1, 2, ...8. 

(27) 

The components of displacement at any point in the element can be ex

pressed in terms of the components of displacement at the nodes using 

the interpolation functions. This relationship can be written in matrix 

form as 

{u} = [N] {q} (28) 

I. where {u} = {u, v, w} , 

{q} = {up Wj^, u2> v2> w2> .... Ug, Vg, Wg}, 

[N] = 

N^ 0 0 "N2 0 0 ... Ng 0 0 

0 N^ 0 0 N2 0 ... 0 Ng 0 

0 0 0 0 N2 ... 0 0 Ng 
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Once the displacement quantities are defined, the strain at any 

point in the element can be found from the expression 

differential term 

3u/3x 

3v/3y 

3w/3z 

3u/3y + 3v/3x 

3v/3z + 3w/3y 

3w/3x + 3u/3z 

Y xy 

yz 

Y x z  

or 

{£} = [B] {q} = [Bj] [B2] ... [Bg] {q} (29) 

where [B] = strain displacement transformation matrix, 

[B±] = 

3N±/3x 

0 

0 

3N /3y 

0 

0 

3N±/3z 

3N±/3y 3N±/3x 

3N±/3z 

3N./3z 3N./3X 
i i 

3N±/3x 

, and i = 1, 2, ...8. 
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To evaluate the global derivatives of the shape function, it is 

required to establish a transformation relationship from the global to 

local coordinates. This can be done by using the Jacobian matrix [J] 

[11]. By using the chain rule of differentiation, it can be found that 

3 - 9 3x t 3 3y 3 3jz 
"5r" ~ 3x 3r Ity 3r 3r 

3 _ 3 3x 3 3y 3 3z 
3i" "5x'5s '5y'5i" '9z"5? 

(30) 

3 _ 3_ 3jc , 3_ 3y , 3_ 3z_ 
3t 3x 3t 3y 15t 3z 3t 

or in matrix form, 

3 
3r 

3_ 
3s 

3 
3t 

3x 3y 3z 
3r 3r 3r 

3x 3y 3z 
3s 3s 3s 

3x 3y 3z 
3t 3t 3t 

3_ 
3x 

3 
3y 

3 
3z 

(31) 

This can be written as 

3 3 
3r 3x 

3 
4 . 

3s 
,= [J] - 3 

3y 

3 3 
3t 3z 

(32) 

Using Eq. (32), the global derivatives can be found as 
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3_ 3 
3x 3r 

3_ 
3y tJ]"1-

3 
3s 

3_ 3 
3z 3t 

where [J] * = inverse of Jacobian matrix. 

The Jacobian matrix can be expressed in terms of nodal coordi

nates as 

(34) 

where x^ , y^, are the coordinates of point 1 and so on. In order to 

evaluate the [B] matrix in Eq. (29), the global derivatives of have 

to be known, and they can be evaluated using Eq. (34). Therefore, 

[J] = 

BNj 3N2 

3NX 3N2 

3N. 3N 

y i  

X2 y2 

x8 y8 
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[B±] = 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 _ 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

[ J ]  

[ 0 ]  

[0]  

-1 [ 0 ]  [ 0 ]  

[ J ]" 1  [0]  

[0]  [ J ]  -1 

(35) 

{NJ} {0} {0} 

{0} {N.} 
X 

{0} 

{0} {0} {N±} 

where [N.] 
l 

3N, 3N. 3N. 
= r i • i Ln 

3r 3s 3t 

=-g [r± (1+ss^ (l+tti), s±  (1+tt^ (1+rr^, t ±  (1+rr^ 

(l+ssjL) . 

The incremental relationship can be expressed in a general form 

as 

da. CijkJl dek£ 
(36) 

where dcr ., de, „ = the incremental stress and the incremental strain re-
ij kJt 

spectively, and = the constitutive matrix which refers to the 

elastic or elastic-plastic behavior. 

Equation (36) can be written in matrix notation as 

{a} = [C] {e} 
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For an isotropic, homogeneous elastic body [42] [C] is given by 

[C] = 
(1+v) (l-2v) 

1—v v V 0 0 0 

V 0 0 0 

1-v 0 0 0 

1-v 0 0 

1-v 0 

1-v 

(37) 

where E = Young's modulus, and 

v = Poisson's ratio. 

Element equilibrium equations are obtained by using the prin

ciple of minimum potential energy. The potential energy, it , can be 

expressed as [11] 

7Tp = vf U (u, v, w) dV - v/ (Xu + Yv + Zw) dV 

- J (T u + T v + T w) dS x x y z 

(38) 

where U (u, v, w) = strain energy density, 

= portion of the surface area in x, y, z direction, 

respectively, 

X, Y, Z = body face per unit volume in x, y, z direction, 

respectively. 

The above energy equation can be expressed in terms of nodal displace

ments and the initial stress conditions {a } as follows: 
o 



TTp =!/ ({q>T [B]T [C] {q} + 2 {q>T [B]T {oq} dV 

- 2 / {q}T [N]T {X} dV - J {q}T [N]T {T} dS 
V bl 

Minimizing it leads to the element equation (21): 

[K] {q} = {Q} (21) 

where [K] = ̂ / [B]T [C] [B] dV or 

1 1 1  T  

[K] =  f f f [B]1 [C] [B] |J| drdsdt, 
-1 -1 -1 

{Q> = v/ [N]T {X} dV, and 

|j| = determinant of J. 

By using numerical integration schemes based on Gaussian quadrature, the 

integrals are evaluated. For the 8-node element, a two-point integra

tion scheme is used. 

6.3 Computer Code for Three-Dimensional Analysis 

This code has been developed [16, 41] to solve a variety of 

three-dimensional soil-structure interaction problems. Various non

linear constitutive models are implemented in the program. Those models 

are: Variable Moduli, Drucker-Prager, Critical State, and Cap models. 

In recent years, another nonlinear model has been added to the code. 

This model has been examined by Desai [10] and implemented in the pro

gram by Desai and Faruque [12, 20], Fig. 6.3. 
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(39) 
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F = J2D + aJx2 - SJ1J31/3 - - k2 = 0 

§ 
CO 

a 
C\J 

CO 

a 

a 

o 
a 

CM 

50.00 100.00 150.00 
J 

200.00 

1 

Fig. 6.3 Plot of the Model in /J~ Space [20] 
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Muqtadlr [30] has used this model to solve three-dimensional 

soil structure interaction problems such as pile groups and anchor-soil 

systems. The yield function in the constitutive model [20] is given by 

F = J2D + a Jt2 - P J1 J31/3 - y J1 - k2 = 0 (40) 

where a, Y» K = constants associated with the ultimate envelope, 3 = 

evolution or growth function that describes hardening (softening) re

sponse, = 3(5, ?v, Sp), 5 = f (dej^. de^j)1''2, and ?D = volumetric 

and deviatoric parts of £, respectively. Two forms of 3 have been 

studied: 

3 = 3u (1 - (41) 

where 3U = 3a = 3 at ultimate, or 

3  =  3 U { 1 - —  - >  ( 4 2 )  

5 [1 - 3b (rD) 

. ?D - ?v where rD = , and r^ = . 

The constants a, y and k are obtained from the ultimate enve

lope. At the ultimate, 3 is equal to 3a; then Eq. (40) becomes 

F E J2D + a [Jx2 - 3 J31/3] - Y Jj_ - k2 = 0 (43) 
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This equation can be written in matrix form as 

[-(J]l2 _ 3ji j;}1/3) Ji !] t 

Few laboratory tests are used to evaluate J^, ̂ d' ant* ̂ 3 ̂ rom 

O^, a2» and at the ultimate state of stress. If N is the number of 

tests used [in general N > 3] to solve for a, y and K, then 

[A]' 

where [A] = known coefficient matrix (N x 3) 

{B} = known vector (N x 1) of values. 

Any least square algorithm can be used to solve Eq. (45) for a, y and k. 

For cohesionless material, K = 0. 

To obtain the hardening constants 3a and r|^, a hydrostatic test 

should be used. For evaluating 3^ and conventional triaxial com

pression and/or other shear tests are commonly used. 

It may be noted that this model has, in addition to the seven 

constants mentioned above, two other constants which are the elastic 

constants E and V. These parameters can be calculated from the un

load ing-relo ad ing curves of various tests. 

a 

Y = J 
2D 

(44) 

a 

Y h = {B} (45) 



CHAPTER 7 

ANALYSIS OF PILE GROUP 

7.1 General Remarks 

This chapter is concerned with analyzing a pile group by using 

linear and nonlinear constitutive models. 

7.2 Three-Dimensional Idealization 

Most existing methods of pile group analysis separate the struc

ture into three components: cap, pile and soil. Each part is studied 

separately, then a combined behavior is found by superposition of the 

individual behavior. But, in reality the problem is three-dimensional. 

So, in this study the pile group is treated as one unit including the 

soil. A three-dimensional view of the pile group considered here is 

shown in Fig. 7.1. It can be seen that the pile cap is assumed to be in 

contact with the ground surface. 

To idealize an actual field condition which is a semi-infinite 

space, large dimensions of the soil block are taken into account so that 

appropriate boundary condition can be imposed at the end of the soil 

block. The dimension in the x and y directions is taken equal to 4 

times that of the pile cap. The depth in z-direction is assumed equal 

to 2 L where L is the pile length. 

Figure 7.2 shows the dimensions of the pile group system. The 

pile cap dimensions are (12 ft x 12 ft) with a thickness of 1.67 ft. 
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Fig. 7.1 Three-Dimensional View of the System 
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(a) Vertical Section (b) Vertical Section in 
in yz-Plane xz-Plane 

(c) Cross Section in xy-Plane 

Fig. 7.2 Cross Section Views of Pile Group 



The pile length is 30 ft and its cross-sectional dimensions are 

(1.25 ft x 1.25 ft). Also shown in the figure is the inclination of the 

piles. The piles are batter in the yz-plane. The symbol s repre

sents the pile spacing at distance of -j the pile length, while s^ is the . 

spacing at the cap level. The load applied to the system is assumed to 

be concentrated with a magnitude of 700 Kips [3115 KN]. 

Because of the symmetry of the structure, only a quarter of the 

whole structure is idealized. A general finite element mesh of this 

quarter is shown in Fig. 7.3. This figure can be used for all s spacing 

considered in the analysis by using the appropriate dimensions for each 

case. There are 286 elements and 437 nodes in the mesh. The boundary 

conditions imposed on the soil are as follows: the degrees-of-freedom 

(DOF) in the plane 1 - 337 - 385 - 49 are constrained in the 

z-direction. Both sides 1-49-56-8 and 337 - 385 -

392 - 344 are restrained in the x-direction, while the sides 1 

337 - 344 - 8 and 385 - 392 - 56 - 49 are restrained in 

the y-direction. 

7.3 Linear Analysis 

In this analysis, the soil is assumed as isotropic, homogeneous 

and linear elastic material. So only the elastic constants E and V are 

taken into account. The soil used for this study is Munich sand. Its 

elastic constants E and v are found from the unloading-reloading curves 

of various laboratory multiaxial tests performed on this sand [39]. 

Also, the pile and cap material [which are made of concrete] are assumed 

to be elastic. The properties of both materials are as follows: 
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Fig. 7.3 Finite Element Mesh 
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Esoil = 16500 pS± [H377. KPA] 

V ... = .36 
soil 

Ysoil = ,0733 pci I-20 ̂  

Epile = 3-12 X 1()6 pS± [21,5 X 1C)6 

L .. = 360 inch [9.1 m] 
pile 

v - 0.25 
pile 

Dpiie = 15 inch [.38 m] 

Ypile = .084 pci [22.8 KN/m3] 

Three spacings are considered here by changing the angle of 

batter. These spacings are expressed as a ratio to the pile diameter. 

S L 
Thus, three ratios of jj are 2, 2.7 and 3.4 at -j. It should be noted 

that the spacing at the pile top stays the same for all the three cases. 

The finite element mesh for each of these cases has the same number of 

elements and nodes, as is mentioned before and shown in Fig. 7.3. How

ever, the distance between the pile and the axis of symmetry is changed 

due to the change in orientation. Figures 7.4 through 7.7 show sections 

passing through the pile in xz-plane and yz-plane for the three meshes. 

The program is run for each spacing and values for displacement 

and stresses are obtained. The results are discussed in the next 

chapter. 

7.4 Nonlinear Analysis 

For the nonlinear analysis, the constitutive model expressed in 

Eq. (40) is used to characterize the nonlinear behavior of the soil. 

Its constants for ultimate yielding a, y and K, and constants for 
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Fig. 7.4 Section in xz-Plane, All 3 Meshes 
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Interf ace 
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Fig. 7.6 Section in yz-Plane, 2nd Mesh 
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Interface 

Fig. 7.7 Section in yz-Plane, 3rd Mesh 
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hardening 3a> r|^» 3^ and r^, are determined from the laboratory tests of 

the Munich sand [39], These values are given below: 

a = .212 

Y = 3.67 psi [25 KPa] 

K =0 psi [0 KPa] 

3 = .000278 
a 

Tlj = 1.161 

3. = .805 
D 

n2 = .704 

In order to account for the relative motions between pile and 

soil, special interface elements introduced by Desai et al. [18] are 

used. Figure 7.8 shows the various modes of deformation at interface. 

The three-dimensional thin-layer interface element is shown in Fig. 7.9. 

Details about this interface element are found in reference 18. The 

thin-layer element is located like a solid element but its constitutive 

relation is defined differently. Consider the element equations for the 

interface as 

[K] {q} = {Q} (46) 

where [K] = y/ [B]T [Clnt] [B] dV. 

[Cint] is the interface constitutive matrix and for linear 

elastic behavior, it is expressed as 
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Fig. 7.9 Three-Dimensional 8-Node Interface Element 
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Fig. 7.10 Behavior of Interface 
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[C±nt] 

C1 

CM 
o
 C2 

0 0 0 

C2 C1 C2 
0 0 0 

C2 C2 C1 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 Gint 
0 0 

0 0 0 0 G. 0 
int 

0 0 0 0 0 G 
int 

(47) 

u n E (l-\>) 
where Cj_ (1+v) (1_2v) 

C„ = Ev 
2 (1+v) (l-2v) 

, and 

G. _ = the initial interface shear modulus determined from a 
xnt 

direct shear test (see Fig. 7.10) as 

T x t 
int u 

(48) 

„ a at n 

where t = thickness of the element, 

ur = relative displacement, and 

a = normal stress. 
n 

Tests on interface behavior between Munich sand and concrete 

have been reported in [39]. From these tests, a value of the interface 

friction angle, 6, has been found to be equal to 37 degrees. Also, 

using T vs. u curve and T vs. a plot, G. _ vs. O can be found. This 
r n xnt n 

curve is shown in Fig. 7.11 for an assumed interface thickness of .2 

inch. 
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To minimize the cost of running the program for the nonlinear 

three-dimensional analysis, the interface elements are taken around the 

pile only. They are shown in Fig. 7.3 as dotted lines. Also, they are 

shown in Fig. 7.12 with pile elements only. Moreover, only one run is 

done using the nonlinear analysis. Comparison is made between the 

linear and nonlinear results for the same spacing. 



z 

(a) 3-D View of Pile and Interface Elements 

(b) Cross Section in xy-Plane 

Fig. 7.12 Pile and Interface Elements 



CHAPTER 8 

DISCUSSIONS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

8.1 General Remarks 

Starting with the linear analysis, the program is run for each 

mesh and the results are obtained in terms of stresses and displace

ments. For each mesh, the stress distribution in and around the pile 

is drawn. Also, the stress distributions in the pile cap are plotted. 

To obtain the idea how the soil displaces under the applied load, the 

displacement vectors at all nodes for a specified section are drawn. 

The effect of spacing on the results is discussed separately in the 

following sections. 

For the nonlinear analysis, one run has been performed to com

pare with its corresponding linear analysis and some conclusions have 

been drawn through the comparison. 

8.2 Effect of Spacing on Soil Stress Distribution 

Figure 8.1 and Fig. 8.2 show the vertical stress distributions 

g 
in the soil for jj = 2 and 3.4, respectively. The stresses are expressed 

by using dimensionless quantities as 

a A 
0° = ~~ x 100 (49) 

where a = actual vertical stress, A = cross section area of pile, and 

P = load on pile.. Both figures represent cross sections in yz-plane 
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through the piles. It can be seen that no intersection between the 

stress bulbs is found. However, the critical cross sections have to be 

in xz-plane since the piles are battered only in one direction [yz-

S L 
plane]. Vertical stress distributions for the. spacing - = 3.4 at in 

the xz-plane are shown in Fig. 8.3. For all spacings, the cross sec-

g 
tions in xz-plane look similar with — = 1.4 constant. However, the 

stress distribution is different due to the change in spacing in the 

other directions. Figures 8.4 through 8.6 represent the vertical stress 

distribution in xz-plane for the area around the pile tip which repre

sents the critical area where the intersections between stress bulbs 

occur. It can be noticed from these three figures that as the spacing 

S 
becomes larger the overlapping becomes smaller as expected. For — = 

3.4, it is noticeable that the overlapping is very small. The nonlinear 

analysis is used for this spacing and the resulting stresses are plotted 

in Fig. 8.7. It is seen that there is no overlapping for this analysis. 

This leads to say that inclusion of the nonlinearity of the soil and the 

interfaces between soil and pile redistributed the stresses and elimi

nated the overlapping for this spacing. However, it is noticed that the 

stress concentration under the pile tip is higher for the nonlinear 

analysis. 

The stress distribution in the soil due to external load only 

(without insitu stresses) is shown in Fig. 8.8. It represents the case 

S L 
for p = 3.4 at y A comparison of Fig. 8.8 with Fig. 8.2, which repre

sents the stress distribution due to combined external load and insitu 
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Fig. 8.3 Vertical Stress Distribution, 
xz-Plane, ̂  = 3.4 
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Fig. 8.4 Vertical Sgress Distribution Around Pile Tip, ress 
xz-Plane, — = 2 
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G *100 

Fig. 8.5 Vertical Stress Distribution Around Pile Tip, Vertical 8 5 
xz-Plane, —=2.7 
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•3.2-

Fig. 8.6 Vertical Sgress Distribution Around Pile Tip, 
xz-Plane, — = 3.4 
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<T X10B 

Fig. 8.7 ^ertical Stress Distribution, xz-Plane, 
•jj = 3.4, Nonlinear Analysis 
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xiee 

Fig. 8.8 Vertical Sgress Distribution Due to Load Only 
yz-Plane, — = 3.4 
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stress for the same spacing, indicates that there is significant differ

ence between the stress distribution for both cases. The stresses in 

Fig. 8.2 are higher near the pile tip than those in Fig. 8.8. There is 

overlapping of stress bulbs in Fig. 8.8 whereas there is none in 

Fig. 8.2. Also, there are tension zones on the pile surface in 

Fig. 8.8 while there is almost none in Fig. 8.2. Thus, inclusion of 

insitu stresses reduced the overlapping but increases stress concentra

tion near the pile base. 

8.3 Effect of Spacing on Pile Stress Distribution 

Figure 8.9 shows the stress distribution in the pile due to dif

ferent spacing. It can be noticed that as the spacing becomes bigger 

the load in pile becomes larger. This means that for higher spacing, 

the stresses transferred to the soil are smaller. In other words, as 

the spacing increases, the load in a pile approaches the value for a 

single pile. 

8.4 Effect of Spacing on Stress Distribution in Cap 

Table 8.1 shows the vertical stresses in the cap at element 

centroids in the z-y plane for the three spacings studied. It can be 

seen from this table, and from Fig. 8.10, that as the spacing becomes 

smaller the stresses in cap become a little higher. The small changes 

in the stress values may be related to the fact that the pile spacing at 

the pile cap level is kept constant for all three meshes. 
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Table 8.1 Cap Stress Distribution 

s_ 
z y a (psi) 

D Z 

1.5 914.4 

2 730 10.7 371.4 

26.1 -78.2 

52.9 12.34 

1.5 902.9 

2.7 730 10.7 369.1 

26.1 -71.88 

52.9 11.42 

1.5 892. 

3.4 730 10.7 367.4 

26.1 -68.5 

52.9 9.95 
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Fig. 8.10 Vertical Stress Distribution Along Pile Cap to 
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8.5 Effect of Spacing on Displacement Field 

Figures 8.11 through 8.13 show the displacement fields in the 

soil for the linear analysis for the three different spacings. Each of 

these figures has two parts: (a) which shows the displacement arrays in 

xz-plane passing through the pile elements, and (b) which represents the 

displacement field in yz-plane also through sections passing the pile 

elements. It can be seen that the displacements are larger near the 

pile than those away from the pile. 

Comparing the displacement values, it can be noticed that the 

displacements are bigger for smaller spacing than they are for larger 

ones. 
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Fig. 8.11 gisplacement Field for Sections Through the Pile, 
— = 2, Linear Analysis 
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Fig. 8.12 gisplacement Field for Sections Through the Pile, 
— = 2.7, Linear Analysis 
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Fig. 8.13 gisplacement Field for Sections Through the Pile, 
— = 3.4, Linear Analysis 



CHAPTER 9 

.CONCLUSIONS 

9.1 General Remarks 

This chapter is divided into two parts: the first part is con

cerned with the conclusions drawn from the single pile analysis, and the 

second part is related to the observations found through the pile group 

analysis. 

9.2 Single Pile 

The comparison between the results found using the new method 

and the results obtained from field has shown that there is good agree

ment between both findings. This leads to the conclusion that the new 

method can be used to predict the load displacement behavior of long 

pile in sand. However, the results here are relevant to the specific 

class of problems that involve submerged dry sand, long piles with ̂  _> 

15, and a constant value of the lateral earth pressure coefficient, K. 

Besides predicting good load-deformation curves, this new method 

gives satisfactory load carrying capacities compared with the field 

values. The maximum discrepancy between results obtained using the new 

method and field are of the order of about 9%. 

For all cases studied here, the value of X used in the analysis 

is assumed constant even though the ̂  ratio ranges between 15 and 40. 

Thus, for another class of soil, another value of X may be found using 

the procedure proposed herein. 
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9.3 Pile Group 

A fully three-dimensional analysis has been performed here to 

study the combined behavior of pile group and soil. The pile, cap and 

soil have been treated as one unit. The influence of spacing on stress 

distribution is examined for each of the three components; namely, pile, 

pile-cap, and soil. It was found that as the spacing becomes larger the 

soil stress becomes smaller. This leads to smaller overlapping of 

stress bulbs. Also, for greater spacing the pile carries greater loads 

than for smaller spacings. However, very small change is noticed con

cerning the stress induced in the cap. This may be because the spacing 

at the pile top does not change. 

The displacement patterns shown in Figs. 8.11 through 8.13 give 

an idea about how the soil displaces under loading. Also, it can be 

seen how the boundary conditions influence the direction of the dis

placement vector where at the vertical boundaries the displacement 

vector is vertical. This is because the movement is restricted in x- or 

y-directions. 

g 
The nonlinear analysis for = 3.4 reduces or eliminates the 

stress overlapping that is found from the linear analysis. This leads 

to say that using the nonlinear analysis may cause redistribution 

of stresses. With linear analysis, the overlapping of stress bulbs de-

g 
creases with increasing spacing; for — = 3.4, the overlapping is very 

S 
small. For nonlinear analysis with = 3.4, the overlapping essentially 

g 
disappears. These results show that for the spacing of about — = 3, the 
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overlapping is small for all practical purposes. Thus, the design cri

terion of the National Building Code [31] that the spacing should not be 

less than 2D appears to be less conservative. 

Further studies may be needed to investigate the effect of fac

tors such as horizontal loads with vertical loads, different angle of 

batter and different soil properties. 
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